Quantitation of neurochemically identified neurons in reaggregate tissue cultures.
The study of cellular interactions during the development of the nervous system is facilitated by the use of the reaggregate tissue culture system. In this system, embryonic neurons are dissociated from one another and allowed to reaggregate in rotatory culture, where they resume their normal differentiation. Reaggregates provide a model for studying neuronal development and cell interactions under conditions which allow for the control of a large number of variables, such as the numbers of cells which are allowed to interact, the presence or absence of appropriate target cells, and the chemical environment in which the neurons develop. For quantitative purposes, it is necessary to estimate the numbers of cells of a given neurochemical or morphologic type. Here we describe a computer-assisted counting system which allows one to determine the numbers of neurochemically identified neurons within reaggregate cultures from the counting of such neurons in a randomly selected sample of thirty 10-micron sections from the reaggregates in a given flask. These sections represent less than 0.5% of the total number of sections derived from the reaggregates in a single flask. In addition, the system allows one to quantitatively compare differences in the numbers of such neurons between experimental flasks utilizing appropriate statistical methods. A comparison of the number of central dopaminergic neurons estimated by this method with the direct counting of such neurons in serial sections of single reaggregates resulted in excellent agreement as to the number of dopaminergic neurons within a given experimental flask.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)